SD 10008.12

Summary:

The Orion crew is still trying to figure out what exactly is going on. Confusion ensues and a certain CSO has no desire to return to the ship while it prepares for saucer separation...

Crew:

Shellie as CO Capt. Jorgaenson
Jo as XO Cmdr. Ross
Rod as ATO Ens. Langston
Hank as FCO Lt. McRae
Gunther as CNS Ens. Jordain
Jim as CTO Lt. JG Stelakh
Nick as CMO Lt. Richmond
Jay as AMO Ens. Kymar
Kate as CSO Lt. Lance
Iain as CIV Ens. AlFredo
Linda as Sima Ross/EO Ded`Bob
Ian as AGM Quchant

Absent:

Lena as OPS Lt. JG Wagner
Alan as ASO Ens. Trent
Kendall as CEO Lt. Rogers
Ciaran as AEO Lt. Doyle


Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

FCO_McRae says:
::links into shuttle sensors, again, and re-programs the sensitivity level so that they will detect the most minute problem with the warp core::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::is getting bored in the bathroom::

XO_Ross says:
:: on her way to ME::

AMO_Kymar says:
::runs the tricorder over OPS and injects her with a hypospray before scanning her again::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::laying on the floor out cold where the AEO dropped him::

ATO_Langston says:
::gets more diagnostic results and starts to compare them::

CNS_Jordain says:
::in the CO's quarters, looking for her::

CMO_Richmond says:
::following the XO::

XO_Ross says:
CMO: Now what do you think is going on?

CSO_Lance says:
% ::in a shuttle enroute to the Orion::

FCO_McRae says:
::directs shuttle sensors at the warp core in an attempt to get a valid reading::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Turns back to the tactical console and continues his analysis of the scans.::

CNS_Jordain says:
CO: it's all right, you can come out, I'm not going to hurt you ... sir. ::just talking to the walls::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::twitches and growls about the idiot in charge on ME::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the computer again announces that there is a warp core breach in progress

FCO_McRae says:
::waits for the sensor reading::

XO_Ross says:
*FCO* What the going on up there now?

CMO_Richmond says:
XO: I don't know, ma'am.  I think Mr. Langston was right.  Maybe we should get Mr. McRae down here to help.

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  Sir...I think I found the problem.  The device attached to our hull damaged the secondary systems, including one of the self-destruct triggers!

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Mr. McRae, can you beam me to the bridge?

FCO_McRae says:
::prepares to shut down the computer system, again.::

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  The one designed to blow up the core.

XO_Ross says:
*CNS* how is the Captain?

CNS_Jordain says:
::hears something in the bathroom::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::wakes up from the alarm:: self: where's the beef!! I wanted cow blast you! what?! ::looks around at the stunned crewmen::

FCO_McRae says:
*CO*: Not right now sir.  I'm pretty busy.

CSO_Lance says:
% Computer: ETA to the Orion?

CTO_Stelakh says:
ATO:  Is the self-destruct system active, or indicating an incorrect alert, Ensign?

FCO_McRae says:
XO: I'm still trying to figure that out myself.

CNS_Jordain says:
*XO* she's hiding somewhere in her quarters, sir. physically she's all right ... but I really need to talk to her about her mental situation.

CSO_Lance says:
% <Computer> CSO Lance: Ten minutes.

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  The trigger designed to blow up the warp core is active.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::curses::

FCO_McRae says:
<I'm>

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Begins a diagnostic of the secondary SD system::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::scurries back into ME and looks around the room.. all the crew left  and the room is empty::

XO_Ross says:
*CTO* can you give me a reading from engineering station?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CNS: I'll be out in just a minute, Mr. Jordain!

AMO_Kymar says:
*CMO*: Sir, shall I evacuate Sickbay?

CMO_Richmond says:
::enters Main Engineering behind the Commander::

CSO_Lance says:
% ::checks the course and makes some minor corrections::

AMO_Kymar says:
<Evacuate>

CTO_Stelakh says:
*XO*:  Commander, Ensign Langston believes that he has found the cause of the alert.  He can explain.

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Nods to the ATO and steps to the Engineering station::

CNS_Jordain says:
::hearing the captain:: CO: ok sir, I have time to wait.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
*Bridge*: this is Main Engineering! do not dump the core! I don't care what the computer says!

XO_Ross says:
*CNS* Stand bye and I will talk to you later meet be on the bridge in 10 min...

ATO_Langston says:
*XO*:  The self-destruct trigger designed to blow up the warp core is active.  That is why we are getting the alerts that the core will breach

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::frantically tries to come up with some way out of this bathroom::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Begins taking readings from the bridge Engineering station.::

FCO_McRae says:
::checks shuttle sensors::

XO_Ross says:
EO:  What is going on down here?

AMO_Kymar says:
::grumbles and checks on all of the patients in SB::

CNS_Jordain says:
*XO* aye sir, I guess I'll have to make another appointment to talk to the captain then.

CSO_Lance says:
% COM: Orion: This is the shuttle Endeavour asking for permission to dock.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::pulls up the diagnostic report from what he started before the AEO slugged him.. rubbing the back of his head and feeling the blood there::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::hears this and sighs with relief::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Analyses the current readings from the console::

FCO_McRae says:
::shuttle sensors report no problems with the warp core::

CIV_Alfredo says:
::gets in turbolift::

CNS_Jordain says:
CO: it seems I am needed on the bridge. I must ask you to stay in off-duty quarters until further notice, sir.

CIV_Alfredo says:
TL: Engineering

FCO_McRae says:
XO: I reprogrammed the sensors on the shuttle craft and they can't find anything wrong with the warp core.  I recommend we don't dump it just yet.

CSO_Lance says:
% COM: Orion: This is the shuttle Endeavour, anyone on the bridge?

CTO_Stelakh says:
::CONTINUES his analysis of the readings on the bridge Engineering console.::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CNS: Understood Mr. Jordain, have a nice day!

XO_Ross says:
CMO:  Try and find an EO....

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::stays in her bathroom until he leaves::

ATO_Langston says:
*XO*:  Commander...you could try telling the computer to cancel the self-destruct...assuming the damaged trigger will accept the command.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::hears others near by:: calls out: hello?

CMO_Richmond says:
XO: Aye, sir.  ::looks around and sees one::  EO: You there!

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::gets up and leans over the rail: CMO: what?!

CNS_Jordain says:
CO: I still have some 5 minutes left. is there anything you want a quick word about ? Your coma experience for instance ?

XO_Ross says:
*FCO* Noted... From what I see down here the core looks fine but then ...

CMO_Richmond says:
EO: That's "what, sir", mister.

CIV_Alfredo says:
::gets out of turbolift and sees EO::   EO: need a hand ?

EO_Ded`Bob says:
CMO: your the doc right?!

XO_Ross says:
EO:  I asked you a question before I want to know what is going on down here and I want to know now...

FCO_McRae says:
*CSO*: Welcome back.  Hang out for a moment, we're having a small problem and I'd hate for you to dock and then have to leave again.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CNS: No, no, that will be fine, have fun on the bridge!

CMO_Richmond says:
EO: Answer the Commander's question, mister.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
XO: how should I know! that blasted boss on my slugged me and I been out cold on the floor.. I'm trying to figure that out now

CSO_Lance says:
% *FCO* Understood. Endeavour out.

XO_Ross says:
*FCO* Keep me informed...

CMO_Richmond says:
EO: What?

CSO_Lance says:
% ::shakes head and assumes a course to match that of the Orion::

CNS_Jordain says:
CO: aye sir. Just make sure I'm the one of us on the bridge, not you, ok ?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Computer again announces that a warp core breach is in progress

FCO_McRae says:
XO: I will sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light on the comm board blinks again

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::glares down and huffs:: CMO: the core if fine! the computer is whacked!

CSO_Lance says:
% *FCO* What is going on? Anything I can do?

FCO_McRae says:
::shuts down the system that keeps announcing the breach.  Relays the message to his console as a SILENT, text message::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Looks over at the ATO while CONTINUING his analysis:: ATO:  Perhaps a complete shutdown of all automated systems will allow the computer to reset its primary functions.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::wishes this guy would just hurry up and GO::

AMO_Kymar says:
*CMO* Sir, is there any need for me to evacuate Sickbay, the klaxons have been going off for 10 minutes and I doubt this is a real emergency

XO_Ross says:
*ATO* Could you repeat the last?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Computer sends an annoying text message to the CTO's console telling him that there is a breach in progress

FCO_McRae says:
*CSO*: The computer says we're about to have a core breach.  Nothing else does.  If you could adjust the sensitivity of your sensors and keep track of the core, I'd appreciate it.

CMO_Richmond says:
*AMO*: Stand by on those instructions, Ensign.

CSO_Lance says:
% *FCO* Will do, Lt.

CNS_Jordain says:
::turns around and exits the CO's quarters, heading for the turbolift::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::goes back to the console and tries to turn the alarm off.. or at least silence it::

XO_Ross says:
EO: What kind of engineer are you.......

FCO_McRae says:
::answers blink light[tm] on comm board::

CNS_Jordain says:
::enters the TL:: TL: deck one

CTO_Stelakh says:
*XO*:  Commander, given the nature of the situation, I would recommend a purging of all antimatter from the reactor core and a complete shutdown.

XO_Ross says:
*ATO* Is there away to over ride that...

CMO_Richmond says:
EO: What's happened to the computer?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits till the CNS is out of sight and heads for engineering, she wants to know what the heck is going on with her ship!::

AMO_Kymar says:
*CMO* aye sir, only the critical patients and med crew are here, everyone else ran out a few minutes ago

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::growls under breath:: XO: the kind with a bloody head from a wrench to the back of the skull commander

ATO_Langston says:
*XO*:  I'm not sure...you should have the authorization to cancel self-destruct, but the damaged trigger might not accept the command

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light on comm board was an indication of the communication between Orion and the Endeavour

CIV_Alfredo says:
::stands in engineering feeling a total fool because he hasn't any orders::

CMO_Richmond says:
*AMO*: Acknowledged.  Thank you for keeping me informed, Kymar.

CSO_Lance says:
% ::increases sensors and does a scan of the Orion::

CNS_Jordain says:
Computer: alert me if or when the CO exits her quarters please

FCO_McRae says:
::turns off blinky light[tm] on comm board::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
TL: Deck 34

AMO_Kymar says:
*CMO*: Is there any need for me to evacuate then or can I shut of these blasted klaxons

CMO_Richmond says:
::notices AlFredo::  CIV: Ensign, can you work with Mister Bob here, and try and find out what's happened to the computer?

CTO_Stelakh says:
*XO*:  Stelakh to Commander Ross.

CIV_Alfredo says:
EO: yes sir

CMO_Richmond says:
*AMO*: Don't shut off the alarms, Ensign.  Just get out the morphenolog.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::contemplates spacing herself to see if anyone notices, she is starting to feel like a fifth wheel::

XO_Ross says:
*CTO* Go a head...

CNS_Jordain says:
Computer: hold TL ::TL stops::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::turns and looks at the CMO:: CMO: how about he do this while I get my head fixed?!

FCO_McRae says:
::goes through sensor logs of the alien, box thingy's attack on the ship to see where it was and what it did::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The captain arrives on deck 34

AMO_Kymar says:
*CMO* Aye sir, Kymar out

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  Assuming we can't disarm the trigger, draining the anti-matter would save the ship, but the charge of the trigger would be enough for a lot of damage.

CNS_Jordain says:
Computer: give me the present location of captain Jorgaenson

Host Quchant says:
<Ens-Noone> All: Captain on deck!  ::stands at attention

XO_Ross says:
::aa::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Mr. Ross, what seems to be the problem here?

CMO_Richmond says:
EO:  We need you here to help us, crewman.  ::stands at attention as the Captain enters::

CIV_Alfredo says:
::starts looking at the computer screen and sees the state of the computer

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::looks back over the railing:: self: oh great.. ::stares at the Doc::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: At ease everyone, please

CNS_Jordain says:
::mumbles:: self: computers ... TL: resume 

CSO_Lance says:
% ::waits for the scanning results::

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Captain, has Ensign Jordaïn cleared you for duty?

CTO_Stelakh says:
*XO*:  Commander, we are still receiving core breach alerts.  Again, given the nature of the situation, I recommend that we initiate emergency saucer separation, leaving crew behind only to assess the immediate area of concern.

XO_Ross says:
CO: Sir .. We seem to be having a computer problem and the warp core is telling us that it is ready to breach...

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Nods at the ATO::  ATO:  Not, however, as much damage as would be cause by a full core explosion.

CIV_Alfredo says:
:: wishes he was in his quarters working on his weapon designs::

AMO_Kymar says:
Med Crew: stay calm, there is no emergency...I think, get the patients ready for transport though, just in case

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Mr. Richmond, *I* cleared myself.     I have been out of commission long enough.     If you want to declare me insane, fine, but just let me get back to my job

CNS_Jordain says:
::enters bridge:: FCO: Ensign Jordaïn reporting sir.

XO_Ross says:
CO: From all reports its seams that the core has received a message to self destruct...

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::goes back to seat and looks at the board.. seeing double and huffs.. starts accessing the master power relay and looks over the subsystems that indicate the current status of the warp core::

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  No argument there.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Has anyone come up with any solutions?

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Aye, sir.

XO_Ross says:
CO: I was thinking of dumping the core incase that it is in fact real I don't want to destroy the ship Sir.

AMO_Kymar says:
::takes a deep breath and then lets it out slowly, trying his best to keep out the noise::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
self: ok.. dilithium crystal articulation frame.. stable.. hmmm

FCO_McRae says:
CNS: Take OPS and coordinate with the CSO on the shuttle to keep track of the warp core.

CMO_Richmond says:
XO: Commander?

XO_Ross says:
CO: I am open to idea...  Shutting the core down might work

EO_Ded`Bob says:
*ATO*: hey boy.. tell me what you have on the injectors?

CTO_Stelakh says:
*XO*:  Commander Ross, please respond.  Shall I begin evacuation procedures in preparation for emergency saucer sep.?

CNS_Jordain says:
FCO: aye sir ::walks over to OPS::

CMO_Richmond says:
XO: Sorry, I misheard you.....

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Captain, could it have anything to do with that thing on the hull?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Have you checked to see if the coding itself is just messed up?

XO_Ross says:
*CTO* Sorry update...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Perhaps that object burned a logic solid

XO_Ross says:
CO: We where just about to do that...

CSO_Lance says:
% *FCO* My scans show that the core is fine.

FCO_McRae says:
CSO: Thanks.

ATO_Langston says:
*EO_Ded`Bob* I only ran a diagnostic on computer systems and now the secondary system diagnostic informed me of the self-destruct problem...I have no data on the injectors.

XO_Ross says:
*CTO* Report...

FCO_McRae says:
XO: CSO reports that her scans of the core from outside the ship show no problems with the core.  It's go to be somewhere else in the system.

CSO_Lance says:
% *FCO* Anything else you need me to do?

CTO_Stelakh says:
*XO*:  We are still reading a core breach in progress, Commander.  I am awaiting your decision before beginning evacuation in preparation for separation.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
self: hmm.. ::brings up the active sub systems and look at the readout::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: It also might have drained some of the energy and now does not have enough to shut down the alert sequence

XO_Ross says:
*FCO* Thank you Mr. Mc Rae...

FCO_McRae says:
*CSO*: You could scan the entire ship to see if anything is wrong.  I don't trust the computer system on board right now.  And I'm talking seriously detailed scans.

CTO_Stelakh says:
*CO*:  Stelakh to Captain Jorgaenson.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::maps out the location of the nit in question in JT 56 sector 23:: 

XO_Ross says:
CO: Oh that I am not sure...

CSO_Lance says:
% *FCO* Understood. I keep you informed.

CNS_Jordain says:
::tapping ops controls::

CSO_Lance says:
% ::programs the sensors::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Has anyone done a visual inspection?

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Of the thing outside?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I don't mean looking at computer code all day long, I mean looking at the site it was attached to the ship and see if it corresponds to where the warp core is

ATO_Langston says:
Computer:  Give me a listing of the different ways to shut down a single self-destruct trigger...both through the computer and manually.

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Waits for a reply, then turns to the FCO::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: The tentacles themselves may have breached the ship at this point here and damaged something mechanical

CTO_Stelakh says:
FCO:  Permission to report to Main Engineering, Sir.

CMO_Richmond says:
EO: Let's try it.  You're with me.

XO_Ross says:
CO: No sir... after we got you back the ship was under attack... as for the full inspection that was not carried out..

CMO_Richmond says:
::goes to find where the tentacles entered the ship::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Well perhaps now would be a good time Commander       ::smiles::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::watches the CMO leave and sees three of him walk out the door.. shrugs and stands up looking around the room:: 

CMO_Richmond says:
::uses his tricorder to try and locate where the tentacles could have entered the ship::

CTO_Stelakh says:
FCO:  Sir?

XO_Ross says:
CO: Sir I will get right on it...

CSO_Lance says:
% ::starts a complete and detailed scan of the Orion::

FCO_McRae says:
CTO: If you think you can do something down there that the engineers can't.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::walks to another console and stares at the dancing display::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Nods to the FCO and turns to the ATO::

XO_Ross says:
*FCO* is the CSO shuttle close to the ship...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: It may not be our answer but sometimes we overlook the simple things and get too complicated

CTO_Stelakh says:
ATO:  Tactical is yours.  I will be in Main Engineering.

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  Aye, sir.  ::moves to tactical::

XO_Ross says:
CO: Aye sir...

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Steps into the turbolift.::

AMO_Kymar says:
::injects OPS again and runs another scan::

FCO_McRae says:
XO: Yes sir.  She should be running a detailed scan of the ship even as we speak.

CTO_Stelakh says:
Lift:  Main Engineering.  Emergency override all other destinations and lift requests.  Clear lift tubes.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sits down in an empty engineering chair to wait, watching her crew in action::

XO_Ross says:
*FCO* As this information come in send it down here to us...

CNS_Jordain says:
FCO: has anyone checked the computer core yet ?

FCO_McRae says:
*XO*: Yes sir.

ATO_Langston says:
CNS:  I checked the computer core

ATO_Langston says:
CNS:  It's fine

AMO_Kymar says:
::plays some music very loudly to shut out the sound of the klaxons and sighs with relief::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Arrives in Main Engineering and departs the lift, looking for the CO and XO.::

XO_Ross says:
CO: Mr. Lance is running a scan as she is return to the ship...

FCO_McRae says:
CNS: I just re-programmed it, but I was focusing on the code and not the hardware.  Run a diagnostic if you want to.

CSO_Lance says:
% ::checks and sees that the scan may take a while::

CMO_Richmond says:
::continues trying to find any trace of the tentacles entering the ship::

XO_Ross says:
CMO:  What are we finding down here...

EO_Ded`Bob says:
self: the warp core extends to the bottom of deck 30 to deck 40

CNS_Jordain says:
FCO: the ATO already did, sir. It was all right. Has anyone done a visual check yet ?

AMO_Kymar says:
::runs a bio scan on OPS to try and find out what caused her coma::

CMO_Richmond says:
*XO*: Nothing yet, Commander.  I'll keep trying.

CTO_Stelakh says:
CO/XO:  Sirs, my apologies for leaving the bridge.  However, I have not received responses via the com system and if this is indeed a breach, time is of the essence.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: Open up the computer itself on the self destruct system.     Do a visual inspection on that area?

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Yes sir.

CMO_Richmond says:
*XO*: Commander.  I'm in the secondary command systems.  There's a lot of holes here.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
FCO: No code, no hacking tricks, just open the casing and look for visual signs of drainage

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::has a seat and leans back mumbling:: self: the matter reactant housing can be breached on deck 30 and the anti-matter from the belly of the beast

CMO_Richmond says:
::scans the secondary command systems::

CMO_Richmond says:
*XO*: I think you and the Captain should come and see this

XO_Ross says:
*CMO* Is it still able to be shut down...  I will get her over here on my way...

CTO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Captain, we are reading a warp core breach on the bridge.  The safety of the ship and all aboard is in jeopardy.  Waiting to determine the cause may bring about the destruction of the entire vessel and all those aboard.  At the very least, we should evacuate non-essential personnel.

FCO_McRae says:
::goes to computer core, which is conveniently located just meters away from the FCO chair, and pulls open the panel::

XO_Ross says:
CO: Sir, Dr. Richmond has found something that he think we should see...

CMO_Richmond says:
*XO*: Let me try it, sir

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Hold that thought Mr. Stelakh

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: On my way

XO_Ross says:
CO:  His is Secondary command systems...

CTO_Stelakh says:
CO:  With respect, Captain, I have been holding that thought for several minutes while the possibility grows ever closer that we will all be killed.

FCO_McRae says:
::visually inspects the computer core::

XO_Ross says:
::leads the CO to the secondary command systems::

CMO_Richmond says:
*XO*: Commander, I need you and the captain down here to shut down the systems.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::finally gets annoyed with sees double:: *AMO*: you still in sickbay?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: Almost there Mr. Richmond

FCO_McRae says:
::really looks at the core::

FCO_McRae says:
::pokes the core with a pointed stick::

AMO_Kymar says:
*EO* Aye sir, you need help?

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders exactly what he's looking for in the core::

XO_Ross says:
:: reaches the CMO::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Okay Mr. Richmond

CMO_Richmond says:
:sees the Commander and the Captain approaching him::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
*AMO*: yes.. I do.. ::tries to walk to the door::

CSO_Lance says:
ok

CSO_Lance says:
<edit CSO>

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Sir, you and Commander Ross need to shut down the system.  Your authorization only.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Very well

AMO_Kymar says:
*EO* what seems to be the problem?

XO_Ross says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: Sir...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Computer: Authorization Zero Delta Four Nine, shut down secondary systems

FCO_McRae says:
::figures since nothing jumps out at him, the core must be fine and closes it back up::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> CO: Confirmed...need confirmation authorization

CNS_Jordain says:
*CSO* Could you scan the computer core area for non standard life forms ?

CSO_Lance says:
% *FCO* Lt., the ship has got lots of holes near the secondary command systems.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::is getting seasick:: *AMO*: well you see.. there was this boss of mine that decided to slug me with a wrench to me skull.. and the good doctor didn't think it was important.. so now I'm unwell

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Commander

FCO_McRae says:
*XO*: The CSO reports a lot of holes near the secondary command systems.

XO_Ross says:
Computer: Authorization Eco beta three five confirm shut down..

XO_Ross says:
CO: Aye sir...

AMO_Kymar says:
*EO* a Wrench?!? ill be there in a second, Kymar out

FCO_McRae says:
*CSO*: Thanks again.  You can probably land if you want to.

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> XO: Confirmed...shutting down secondary command systems

AMO_Kymar says:
Doctor: Keep an eye on OPS, if her condition changes, cal me or the CMO ::picks up a med kit and runs to the TL:: TL: Engineering please

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Here goes......

EO_Ded`Bob says:
*AMO*: very good.. ::makes it to the TL door but slumps next on the wall:: self: I don't remember the hall being green?!

ATO_Langston says:
::gets annoyed with the computer warnings about the warp breach...turns the warning off, and sets the computer so that it will only report if the situation gets better or worse::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Checks to be sure he's not the same color as the walls, floor, ceiling, and consoles, then goes back to the bridge.::

CSO_Lance says:
% *CNS* I try to.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Secondary systems shut down all over the ship.......the message on the CTO's board blinks out

XO_Ross says:
*FCO*  report...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Computer: Is there a warp core breach in progress?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Secondary systems are shut down

CMO_Richmond says:
::looks around as he hears the secondary systems shut down::

AMO_Kymar says:
::comes out of the TL and sees the EO slumped next to the wall:: self: Darn!

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> CO: Unknown...those systems are offline

AMO_Kymar says:
::gets out his tricorder:: EO: Can you hear me? ::starts scanning:

FCO_McRae says:
*XO*: It appears that the "breach" has been averted.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::looks up to see 3 AMOs:: AMO: brought your friends did ya?

ATO_Langston says:
::notices certain weapons systems offline, realizes the entire secondary systems were shut down::

XO_Ross says:
*FCO* Thank you...

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Well, the computer's not telling us there's a breach any more......is that good news?

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Well... its supposed to be

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Arrives on the bridge and steps to the Tactical console.::

CSO_Lance says:
% ::does another scan of the Orion::

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Maybe we should ask Lieutenant McRae......

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*CTO*: Authorize evacuation of all non-essential personnel

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CMO: Just in case

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Notices that the secondary alert is deactivated, then checks primary and tertiary systems.::

CNS_Jordain says:
*CSO* Are you getting anything ?

XO_Ross says:
CO:  Only think now is that with the system shut down it going to impossible to tell if was a true breach or not...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Mr. McRae, start repairing the damaged logic solids

AMO_Kymar says:
Self:: Minor head trauma, cut to side of head...

ATO_Langston says:
::sees the CTO, and moves back to the science station behind tactical::

XO_Ross says:
<edit thing>

CTO_Stelakh says:
*CO*  Understood, Commander.

AMO_Kymar says:
::gets out a hypo and injects the EO with it::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Looks up and activates a general alert.::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Can you replace them in five minutes?

CMO_Richmond says:
*FCO*: Are we still reading a core breach?

EO_Ded`Bob says:
AMO: better check again.. I haven't felt this bad since my last party in the lounge

FCO_McRae says:
*CMO*: No.  Of course, the systems that would report a core breach are offline.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Mr. McRae, now please

CTO_Stelakh says:
*Ship wide Com*:  Situation alert.  All non-essential personnel begin emergency evacuation to primary hull.  Repeat:  All non-essential personnel begin emergency evacuation to primary hull.  This is not a drill.

AMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles::

CSO_Lance says:
% *CNS* Nothing so far, I am afraid.

FCO_McRae says:
*CO*: Yes sir.

CNS_Jordain says:
::wonders how he can be hearing the CO on the comm system, she should still be off duty::

CMO_Richmond says:
::looks up as he hears the order::  Self:  What the?

CTO_Stelakh says:
::Sends Security personnel to evacuation routes to assist in the stampede.::

AMO_Kymar says:
::performs a level 8 scan:: EO: Skull fracture...we, are going to sickbay

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::leans forward to show the AMO the dried blood on his head:: AMO: Does this look minor to you?

AMO_Kymar says:
EO: Can you walk?

FCO_McRae says:
::goes back to conveniently located computer core and discovers that everything he needs to replace and the parts to replace them just happen to be right there in front.::

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Captain, did you order that?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the alert goes off for shipwide evac

EO_Ded`Bob says:
AMO: yes.. but not straight

FCO_McRae says:
::replaces damaged logic solids::

CNS_Jordain says:
*CSO* Ok, thank you. It seems the problem is at least temporarily solved. It should be safe for you to land now, sir.

AMO_Kymar says:
::smiles::

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders why they are evacuating::

AMO_Kymar says:
EO: Looks like we are going for a shuttle, not the sickbay

XO_Ross says:
CO:  Sir I am sorry....

FCO_McRae says:
CTO: Why are we evacuating personnel?

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::stands up and stares at him:: AMO: right.. 

CTO_Stelakh says:
FCO:  Captain's orders, Sir.

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Captain, your orders?

AMO_Kymar says:
EO: come on

FCO_McRae says:
*CO*: Why are we evacuating personnel?

XO_Ross says:
CMO:  Yes they were her Orders...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Are they replaced Mr. McRae?

EO_Ded`Bob says:
AMO: lead the way.. just not to fast.. I can only follow one of you

FCO_McRae says:
*CO*: Yes sir, the logic solids are fine.  I repeat, why are we evacuating personnel?

XO_Ross says:
*FCO* Stop questioning the Captain and do it...

AMO_Kymar says:
*SB* evacuate the critical patients to the shuttles and escape pods, be careful with them

CSO_Lance says:
% *CNS* I rather wait till later, Ens.

Host Quchant says:
Action: All stations report in too say that all non -essential personnel are evac'ed to the saucer

CTO_Stelakh says:
*CO*:  Evacuation of all non-essentials is complete, Captain.

AMO_Kymar says:
::walks into the TL with the EO:: TL: Sickbay

CMO_Richmond says:
CO: Captain, we know that the object on the hull managed to penetrate our computer system, telling us we have a warp breach.  Did you mention something about it not having enough energy to stop it?

ATO_Langston says:
::runs a routine check with whatever was not disabled when the entire secondary systems were shut down::

CNS_Jordain says:
*CSO* Ok, sir. I'll keep the shuttlebay at stand by.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
::leans on the TL wall and gets more seasick::

AMO_Kymar says:
*SB* change of plan, keep the patients in sickbay, ill meet you there

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Thank you Mr. McRae.

XO_Ross says:
CO:  We should return to the bridge...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO:       Shall we try turning this back on?

XO_Ross says:
CO: Aye Sir... Forgot myself for a moment...

AMO_Kymar says:
EO: How is your head now, the hypo I gave you should have killed off most of the pain

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Its a hunch Commander, please bear with me

XO_Ross says:
CO: I trust you Sir.... Lets get this system back on line... ::smiles at the CO::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
AMO: I see three of you and my stomach it doing the jig.. what do you think?

ATO_Langston says:
::sees the returning diagnostics...all systems return operational::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
Computer: Turn back on the secondary systems.    Authorization Delta Tango Nine Fiver whatever.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Your turn

AMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles:: EO: need something a bit stronger ::gets out another hypo and gives it to the EO::

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  Well...whatever was the problem before, doesn't seem to be a problem now...all systems currently online are operational.

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*FCO*: Separate the saucer just in case

FCO_McRae says:
*CO*: Yes sir.

EO_Ded`Bob says:
AMO: thank you.. 

CTO_Stelakh says:
ATO:  Appearances can be deceiving, Ensign.

AMO_Kymar says:
::walks off the TL with the EO and into SB:: EO: Lie down on the bio bed and ill see to them injuries::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Commander, please?

FCO_McRae says:
::attempts to separate the saucer and discovers those systems are offline::

FCO_McRae says:
*CO*: Systems for separating the saucer are offline.

CNS_Jordain says:
::makes sure there's enough power flow to the maneuvering thrusters of the saucer section::

XO_Ross says:
Computer: Turn back on the secondary system eco beta three five...

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits for systems to re-initialize::

Host Quchant says:
<Computer> Confirmed......secondary systems coming back online now

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  Well...with secondary systems off...I don't trust the appearances myself, sir.

CSO_Lance says:
% ::waiting for things to come::

ATO_Langston says:
::notices systems coming back online::

FCO_McRae says:
::turns the alarm system back on::

CSO_Lance says:
% ::moves to a save distance - just in case::

CMO_Richmond says:
::scans the computer core, just in case::

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits to hear the annoying warp core alert and prays::

FCO_McRae says:
::checks the warp core::

XO_Ross says:
::holds breath ::

ATO_Langston says:
::starts running new diagnostics on the newly back online secondary systems::

CTO_Stelakh says:
ATO:  Maintain observation of tertiary systems, Ensign.  I will take Primary.

AMO_Kymar says:
::gets out one of his little devices and runs it over the EO's head, fixing the fracture::

EO_Ded`Bob says:
<EO_Loid> ::watches the core as the systems come back online and shrugs at the weird day it's been::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The scan of the computer core is put up on the main viewer for everyone to see .....and all command personnel are scanning the systems from whichever console is closest

ATO_Langston says:
CTO:  yes, sir.  ::adds tertiary systems to list::

CSO_Lance says:
% ::has sensors trained on the Orion - just in case as well::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The auto-destruct systems come back online........and.......

Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::continues to wait and thinks she should have stayed in her room::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: everyone holds their breath

FCO_McRae says:
::prepares to shut down the computer core::

CTO_Stelakh says:
::breathes.::

AMO_Kymar says:
::cleans up the blood around the EO's head and runs a scan with his tricorder::

XO_Ross says:
::things to self:: this can't be happening...

CMO_Richmond says:
::exhales::

FCO_McRae says:
::takes a swig from his flask::

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

